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INTRODUCTION 
Let !2 be a bounded open subset of [WV with a smooth boundary X?. 
Consid :r the problem 
u, - Au =f’( u) in Q x (0, T), 
u=o on ?R x (0, T), (PI 
u( A-, 0) = u,(x) for all s E R. 
where “‘i lR+ + R+ is locally Lipschitz, nondecreasing and f’(0) = 0. If liO 
is a continuous function on ~7. there exists a unique classical solution u 
of (P) defined on [0, T,,,) and such that u E %“,‘(Q x (0, T,,,)) n 
%‘(Q x 110, T,,,)) with lim,, r,,,, Ilull % = ~j if T,,,, < X. A well-known result 
asserts that if u is large enough and f(u) = u”, p > 1, for example, then 
T,,, < SC) (this is the case when l/2 IVu,l’ - l/(p + I ) jn luOl pf ’ < 0 see. 
for example, [ 1 ] or Corollary 2.2). In what follows, we suppose that 
T,,, < + 8~. 
Assu ne ,f,, : R + -+ R + is a sequence of functions such that 
for each n, II -f;,(u) is globally Lipschitz, non decreasing, 
.f;,co,(f 3. 
(b for each U, n +.f,(u) is increasing and converges to .f(u). 
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Let u,, be the unique global classical solution of 
u ,I( - All,, =fi,(u,,) in R x (0, + ,x ), 
u,, = 0 on SRx (0, +,x), 
u,,( .K, 0) = l4g( .K ) for all .Y E 52. 
We say that .f satisfies (h) if: 
.f’is convex and 3y > 1, a b 0 such that 24 -f( u)/u; 
(P”) 
is nondecreasing on (a, + x8 ). (h) 
Our main result is 
THEOREM I. Let u0 E LX (a), u0 3 0. Suppose that one qf the ,fblioGng 
h?yotheses holds: 
(H 1 ) Q c0npe.y and if N > 2, there e.uists p E ( 1, N/( N - 2)) and c > 0 
such thut 0 <,f’(u) 6 C(u”-’ + 1)for all ~20. U”E W;‘(Q), Au,+f(u,)>,O 
i/z 9’(Q). (No hl,potlzesis OH ,f.for N = 1.) 
(HI) fsatisffies (h) and U,)E W’;‘(Q), Au, +f‘(u,,) 20 in B’(Q). 
(H3) .f’ is conves and there esists p E (1, (N + 2)/( N - 2)) such that 
0 < lim,, _ ,. (.f‘(u)/uP) < ;G. 
Then 
ii) lim,,, x u,,(.u, t)=u(.U. t)for all (.u, t)EQx [0, T,,,), 
iii) lim,,,, u,,(s, t)= xlfor all (.u, t)EQx (T,,,, aca). 
We will see that Theorem 1 proves, in some appropriate sense that u 
cannot be extended beyond T,,, and blows up everywhere on 
QxiT,,,, x8) which is a conjecture of H. Brezis. 
In this paper, we consider also the notion of an integral solution of (P) 
which is, in some sense the weakest definition of a positive solution and we 
prove that it cannot be extended beyond T,,,. Let us be more precise. Let 
u0 be a nonnegative measure on Q. We say that V is an integral solution of 
(P) if V(.u, t ): 52 x (0, + (xl) -+ [0, + a] is a nonnegative measurable 
function such that 
for a.e. (x, t) in Q x (0, ,x; ), where G( t - s, X, y) denotes the Green function 
of the heat equation with Dirichlet boundary condition. Given an integral 
solution V we define its true Time of e.uistence 
T*(V) = sup{ T; V is finite a.e. on Q x (0, T)}. 
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Usin!: the properties of G, we easily see that Vr + #CC on B x (T*( V), CC ) 
and if L.~ belongs to %(a), we have 14 < V on 52 x (0, T,,,) where u is the 
classica solution of (P) (see Proposition 2.1). In this framework, our main 
result bzcomes: 
THEOREM 2. Umber the assumptions qf’ Theorem 1, let 1’. be ail)’ integral 
solutiorl qf (P) then T*( V) < T,,,,, 
Let IIS explain why Theorems 1 and 2 are equivalent. The integral 
solutior s of (P) are not in general unique (see [2, 111). Among all these 
solutior s, there exists a minimal element U which is the least integral 
solutior of (P) and it is easy to see that we have 
lim ll,,(.~, t) = Ci(s, t) for all (s, t) in Q x (0, #X )
,1 
and 
lim u,,(.u, t) = u(.u, t) 
,I 
for all (x, t) in Q x (0, T,,,) 
(see Proposition 2.1 ). 
If we suppose that Theorem 1 is false, CJ would be a continuation of u 
behond T,,, and we would have T*(U) > T,,, which contradicts 
Theorern 2. Thus Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1. For the converse, observe 
that Th:orem I means T*(U) = T,,,,, and we have for all integral solution 
I’ of (P) T*( C’) d T*(U) (see Proposition 2.1). 
To prove these theorems, we use different techniques. In the first part, we 
prove cirectly Theorem I under (Hl ) by resuming some techniques of 
cc 81. 
In the second part, we prove Theorem 2 under (H2). The method is quite 
differen because no usual a priori estimates on u hold in this case, but we 
know a necessary and sufficient condition on u0 and T to get an integral 
solutior U of (P) such that T*(U) 3 T (see [S]). The first step of the proof 
is Lemrla 2.1 where we establish in some sense that if (P) has an integral 
solution 0’ when the initial data is zdO, the least integral solution of (P) 
when the initial data is iu,,, is a classical solution on (0, T*( C’)) for all I in 
(0, 1). ( iemark 2.1). The second step is to prove that there exists a function 
t* f 0 which realizes the equality in the criterion given in [S]. Recall that 
this crit:rion can be written 
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for all suitable test function l. Here f * is the conjugate function of ,fi We 
prove that t* is a solution of 
-~*r-Ll~*=f'(u)~*>o on Q x (0, T,,,), 
<*=o on JQ x (0, T,,,), 
(*(.t-. T,,,)=O for a.e. .X E Q, 
f’(u) i* and uf'(u) <* belong to L’(Qx (0, T,,,)) (see Theorem 2.2), 
Theorem 2 is then a corollary of this result. 
In the third part, we prove Theorem 2 under (H3). Using the techniques 
of [6], we begin by proving that without any restriction on the growth off 
(other than (h)), the least integral solution of (P) satisfies 
where T* = T*( (I). Theorem 2 is then a consequence of a result of Giga 
(see [9]). As corollary of Theorem 2, we prove that under (H3), u,, + T,,,,, 
is continuous on L=(Q). 
Finally, note that many authors have studied the behavior of u near T,,, 
(cf. [7, 10, 12, 17, 181). Especially, Weissler proves in [ 183 that for 
suitable u0 and f, lim,, rmmax u(s, t) < CC except at one point. Friedman and 
B. MacLeod [7] obtain under some specific assumptions that 
lim ,t7,,, Ilu(., t)ll,<,x# when q<N(p- 1)/2 and f(u)=&'. 
We would like to thank F. B. Weissler for his helpful suggestions which 
lead to an improved version of this paper. 
I. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 UNDER HYPOTHESIS (Hl) 
We recall u and l(,, are, respectively, the classical solutions of (P) and 
(PM). 
We shall first derive some properties of u and u,. By applying the 
maximum principle (see [ 15]), we have that u,, and u are positive for x E Sz 
and t > 0. Since (.f,,) is nondecreasing in n, so is (u,). Therefore we can 
define: 
U(.u, f) = lim u,,(x, t) forall(.w,t)inQx(O, XI). (1.1) ,I - T 
Note that C/(X, t) E R + u {‘XI ) and 
for all (x, t) in Q x [0, T,,,). (1.2) 
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Moreover, the following lemma shows that U(X, t) is nondecreasing in t 
for all x in a. 
LEMMA 1.1. Zfu,~L~jQ)n W;‘(Q) anddu,+f(u,)>O in O’(Q), then 
the sol;ltion u of(P) on [0, T,,,,,] is nondecreasing in t for ali .Y in R. 
Procf Let o,, be the solution of 
-d0,+no,,=f(u,)+nu, on 52, 
OJ, = 0 on s2. 
(Q,,) 
Proble n (Q,,) has a unique solution in W2,“(n) n HA(SZ) for all finite p. It 
follows that 
-d(w,,-u,)+n(o,,--u,)=f(u,)+du,~O in Y’(Q). 
(o,, - u,) E w;'(n). 
(1.3) 
Therefclre, for all nE N, o,, -u,>O, and thus 
-A(Q,,-0,,+,)+n(o,,-(,~,,+,)=o,,+,-u~ on s2, 
W,, - W,, + , E w;;‘(n). 
(1.4) 
Hence, (w,,) is a nonincreasing sequence and, by ( 1.3 ), its limit is 
necessarily zdo. 
Momover, dw,, +f(o,,) = n(o,, - ug) +,/‘(a,,) -.f‘(uo) 2 0 on R. and the 
following problem has a unique solution on [0, T,,): 
U’,,, - A w, =.f( w,, ) on Q x [O, T,, 1, 
W,(O) = w,, on R, (1.5) 
w,,=o on 22 x [0, T,, ), 
with lirl,t Tn II W,,(.. t)ll-,. = ~8. Applying the maximum principle to IV,,,, the 
solutioir of: 
4 W,, )ldt - A W,,, = f’( W,,) w;,, on Q x CO. T,,), 
W,,,(O) = Am,, +f(tu,r) b0 on ?2, (1.6) 
w,,, = 0 on a-2 x CO, T,,), 
we find that W,, is nondecreasing in t. Applying the maximum principle 
again v*e have that for all n E N : 
r,, G T,, + IG Trnax and W,,2 W,,+,~U on CO, L). (1.7) 
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We can therefore set: 
T’ = lim T,, 
,I -* % 
and W= lim IV,, on [0, T’). (1.8) I, - -7 
If f E (0, T’), ti’ is bounded on [0, t] and w is an integral solution of (P) 
with initial data 14~. This can be seen by passing to the monotone limit in 
the equation satisfied by E’,,. So W is classical on [0, r] an then equal to 14 
by uniqueness. W,, is nondecreasing in t for all n and so is 24 = W on 
10, z-7. 
We now show that indeed T’= T,,,. We can assume that ZQ,E C(Q) by 
working with the initial value U(X, t,) for some I, E (0, T’). First, o,, and u0 
are continuous on 62, a compact set. By Dini’s Theorem, (w,,) converges 
uniformly to I(,, on Q. Let TE (0, T,,,), M= ((uI(~.~,~~(~,~),< a, and C the 
lipschitz constant forfon [0, M+ 11. Then there exists MO~ N such that 
for all n 2 N,, ((OJ,, - ZZ,,[\ eCTmox < 1. (1.9) 
If n3 No set A,, = {r~ [0, T,,) I V’rc [O, r], II( W,,-u)(r)ll, 6 11. A,Z can 
be written rl,, = [0, TI,) with O< T:, < T,,. If T,? < T, then Z, < T,, as 
lim ,, T,, 11 W,,( ., t)ll ;I = x8. For t E [0, K,]. we have 
II(~~,,-z~K~)ll , 6 b,,--011 x + [‘c l~(w,,-U)(T)ii dT. 
00 
(1.10) 
An application of Gronwall’s Lemma gives: 
II( U’,, - u)(., C)ll x d Ilo,, - ~~~11 ecrA< 1. (1.11) 
This contradicts the definition of Tn. Thus T,j 2 T for n 2 No. We have 
also shown that T’= T,,, and that W,, converges uniformly to u on 
12 x [0, T] for all TE [0, T,,,). We deduce then that u is nondecreasing in 
t. So we can define U(X) = lim, t r,,,,, U(S, t ) in [w u ( m 1. 
Define [f(u)],,=Inf(f(u), n). For the moment, we will assume that 
.f;AZ4) = Cfiu)l,n. Th’ IS assumption will be removed later. For n 3 IIu,,ll~ , we 
have duo +f,,(uo) = duo +.f(uo) 2 0, and by applying Lemma 1.1 we see 
that u,, is nondecreasing in t. 
To show (i) and (ii), we use the three following lemmas: 
LEMMA 1.2. For all E > 0 and all T > T,,, + E and all 8’ C Q, there exists 
a constant C > 0 such that: 
uJ.6 f) B C(t- Tm,, -E) 1 fn(u,,(4., T,,,)) dJ 
C’ 
for all (x, t) in R’ x CT,,, + E, TJ. (1.12) 
580’71 l-10 
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Proqf We use here an idea of Baras and Goldstein [4]. If cp E L “(Q), 
we can write 
mLw=j 
R 
(~(r)cp)(.v)~.(Y)4’= j~(S(r)6,)(?,)~(J’)~~, (1.13) 
where 6, is Dirac mass at point x. By the maximum principle we have 
C = Inf( (S( t) C?,)( J-), (t, .Y, J) E [E, r] x Q’ x Q’ } > 0. (1.14) 
By writing the integral formulation of (P,,) and using (1.13) and (1.14). we 
have 
Thus if (x, t) E 52’ x CT,,, + E, T], we have 
and 
j;,(u,(y, T,,,))ds. (1.16’) 
That s, (1.12). 
(1.16) 
LEMMA 1.3. Assume (Hl ). Then, 
lim Ilf(zi( ., t))ll, = 3~. (1.17) 
f T Tm, 
Proof We recall that if 1 <p < q 6 xj, s(t): Lp(Q) + Ly(Q) is bounded 
and 
1 
IIS ‘pllq G (4~~),v’,,“~ Ly),2 Ilvllp for all cp E Lp( R ) and t > 0 
(1.18) 
Use of ( 1.18) in the integral equation satisfied by u yields the inequality: 
for all t in [0, T,,,). (1.19) 
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We remark that Ilf(u( ., t))ll , is nondecreasing in t and so have a limit as 
f t Tma,. It is sufficient to show that it is not bounded. If N= 1, 
lim rf rmar IIut.9 t)ll r = m and (1.17) follows by taking q = ,x8. 
In the same way, if N>2, lim Ilu(., f)ll,= a for q> N(p- 1)/2 (see [16] 
and [S]), and (Hl) permits us to find q>N(p- 1)/2 such that 
N( 1 - l/q)/2 < 1. 
LEMMA 1.4. We recall U(s) = lim,, T,,,,, U(X, I). If Ilf(ii)ll , = ‘XI, then there 
exists Q, c Q such that 
i 
J‘(U(x)) d,u= lim s f(u(x, I)) ds = ,cx2. (1.20) RI ~t~nmx R, 
Proof: We use the same definitions as in Gidas-Ni-Nirenberg [S] as 
applied in Ni-Sacks-Tavantzis [ 141. 
Recall that Q is a bounded convex open set with smooth boundary. If 
s E C7R, we denote by v the outward unit normal vector at x. We then define 
the hyperplanes T(A, X) = {J E W, ~7. v= i 3. Q is bounded, so for A. large 
enough. Q A T(A, s) = a. If 1, = .I-. v, T(A ~, X) is the tangent hyperplane to 
R at s, and if E. > 1, then T( ,I, X) n R = @ and T( A,, x) n R 3 x. For 1~ 1, 
we set 
and 
where I7;., ~ is the reflection across T(A, s). For ,I, - A small enough 
y(l,x)cn. 
By the strong maximum principle (see [ 15]), Vu(x, to). v < 0, for all 
t, > 0. 
Let t,,~ (0, T,,,) then we can find a neighborhood of s such that 
Vu( ?; to). v < 0 on this neighborhood. 
We can choose local coordinates at .Y defined by (x, T(A, x), v), if J’E [WN 
it can be written J = (J”, J,~). A neighborhood of x can be choosen of the 
shape C,: = {J,E KY’, l.~‘l <E,, 1.~~~1 <a?) nQ with E = {E,, aZ}. We can 
make this construction at every point x of SQ. 
Let x,, E dQ and K.,, = T(A.,, x0) n Q. K.,, is compact convex set which 
contains x0, moreover 
K,,= n c (4 -4. 
i Ci,” 
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For ;dl .X E K,,, v is the same exterior normal and we can define an open 
neighborhood 0, of .Y on which Vu(p, t,) .r < 0 and of the shape of C,. 
K.,c kj O., so we can extract a finite cover of EL,, by O,= C(.Y,, si) 
for 16 i<n,; I!J~~ = U 0, is an open set containing K.,, and so there 
exists a ,I <Alo such that L(A, q,)c UYO. Set p.,,,= (1 +A,)/2 we have 
L’(P ‘CO’ x0) = Q and L’(p.,, .x0) u Z’(P.~,~, -yo) c Uyo. 
Note that if, for instance, Q is strictly convex, K.,, = 1.~~) and what we 
have just done is unnecessary. 
We set U(-L 1 = 4&,,l..,o (x), t) on C(rt,, x~). We have then 
u, - Au =.f(u) 
and 
c, - AC =f( 0) on J&J,,, .u,) x (0, T,,, 1, 
1?3o=u on AX, = LM2 n C(p.,,, ?co) x (0, T,,,) 
1’ = u on 8Zz = R n T(P.~~, x0) x (0, T,,,). 
Since Vu. r < 0 on U,, x (to} and C u Z’(p.,“, x,) c Ii,, we have 
C(.K, to) 3 u( s, to) on JG,,, -uo). (1.21 ) 
We have then 
L41-h=f(u) 
and 
l,-dc=f’(c) on -Q .X”’ 10) x (0, TIlla,), 
u b II on iiZ x (0, T,,, ), 
21(x, lo) 3 u(.K, to) on WC,,7 .x0). 
By tte maximum principle, 
U(.K, t) 2 U(.K, 2) forall (x, t)~Z(~.~,s,)x(t,, T,,,). 
L(p.,, -..o) contains an open set of the type C,nQ where 
C, = (j E KY, ) )‘,I < E,, 1~~1 <s2 ) with coordinates in (so, T(lro, so), v). If 
we choose E> < A.,, --.YO then the reflection of C,n52 across T(p.,,, .x0) has 
compact closure in Q. These neighborhoods C, form an open cover of X?. 
Therefore we can extract a finite subcover denoted O,,,..., O.,. 
We .s:t R’ = Q/Up=, 0,. 52’ is open and has compact closure in Q. If 
)) d.~ +S,,,.f(uk f)) d-y 
‘(u(s, t), dx+ 
s 
,f(u(x, t)) dx 
R’ 
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Z7p,,,J0.Y, n Q) has compact closure in Q. If we set 
Q, =R’u lJ,=, 17p ,,.. JO,nQ)), Q, is compact in Q and 
s J(u(x, I)) d-x d for all t > fO. 
By taking the limit as t t T,,,, we have 
Remark. We can see from the above proof that for the case N= 1 and 
Q = (0, l), if u0 is increasing in s on [0, a], then u remains increasing in x 
and on the half interval [0, a/2] for all r E (0, T,,,). 
Proqf of (i) and (ii j. We deduce from (1.2) that U is an integral 
solution of (P) on [0, T,,,) and is bounded on Q x [0, T] for T-c T,,,. 
Then U = II on 52 x [0, T] by uniqueness of bounded solution of (P) on 
[0, T]. So we have (i). 
To prove (ii), we chose (x, t) E 52 x (T,,,, ,;o). We define 52, by applying 
Lemmas 1 and 1.4, and Q’ @ 52 which contains Q, and x. Choose E > 0 such 
that t > T,,,, + E. Then, Lemma 1.2 implies 
~~(.u,~)>C(~-~~,,-E) (1.22) 
which is (ii). 
Observe that under (Hl) or (H2), we have 
PROPOSITION 1.5. lim, _ Tm,,, u(x, t) = lim,, 3c u,,(x, T,,,) for all x in 52. 
Proof: U is increasing in t, since U, is for n large enough. Therefore if 
TV [0, T,,,), u(x, I) = U(x, t) < U(X, T,,,) for all x E 52. Taking the limit as 
tt Tmax, we have ii(x) d U(x, T,,,), for all x in Q. 
To prove the other inequality, we write 
u,,(.u, I) < u(x, fj 6 U(x) for all n E N, and all (x, t) E Q x [0, T,,,), 
(1.23) 
We then take the limits t r r,,, followed by n + x8. 
The theorem is now proved forfn = [j-J,, which gives a solution u,. If z, 
is the solution for fn in the general case, we have: 
for all p E N. (1.24) 
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Indet:d, (f,,) is increasing in u and converges uniformly to f on every 
compact set by Dini’s Theorem. Therefore for E > 0, there exists r10 such 
that if jr >, n, and p is fixed: 
.r,,(~~, 3 C.t‘wl, - 6. (1.25) 
Since u,, and zn are solutions of ( Pp) and (P,,) with .#b replaced by [f‘], 
for up, we have 
04, - =,,Jr - d(u, - =,r) = Cf’(u,)I, -f,,(=,,). (1.26) 
Multiplication by (up-:,,) + and integration over R yields 
d/dt Ilb,--;,,)+(t)ll;M, ll(~4,-~,,)+(N; 
+ C& ll(Up-=,r)+(t)l12. (1.27) 
Where Z is a constant depending only on R. By Gronwall’s Lemma, 
Il~z4,-=,,~+~~~ll~6C~~ll~~4,-~,,~+/l,~,,.,:,~,,,,~~~‘~ 




lim Il(U,--,,)+(t)(12=0 uniformly for t E [O. T]. 
RI - T 
Therefore, 
for all p E N, 2 E [0, #;cj ). (1.30) 
That is, ( 1.24). We then deduce (i) and (ii) for -7,,. For Proposition 1.5, we 
only have the inequality obtained by (1.23). 
Remrk 1.2. If (f;,) is no longer assumed to be increasing in U, then the 
precedittg proof remains valid with lim,,, II z,,(s, f)= x8, for all (s, t) in 
Qx(T,r,,, xl. 
Rermrk 1.3. A result of Weissler [ 191 permits us to extend hypothesis 
(Hl) to,f(u)=u”~‘w-2) for N > 3, which is the limit power in (Hl ). 
II. CASE (H2) 
In this part, we do not need Q bounded except for Theorem 2.2 and our 
results ltold for more general elliptic operators than d satisfying maximum 
principl:. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let u0 be a nonnegative measure on 52 then 
(i) there exists a least integral solution U of(P) that is whenever V is 
an integral solution of(P) we have 
V2U a.e. on ii’ x (0, 03) andso T*(V) 6 T*(U). 
(ii) (f V is an integral solution of (P) then, v=+m on 
Qx(T*(V), 8x’). 
(iii) [fuOe L”(Q), lim,,, .~ u,(.Y, t) = U(.u, t) a.e. on Q x (0, cc) 
u(x, t) = U(x, t) on Q x LO, T,,,). 
\t,here u,, is the solution qf’ (P,,) and u the classical solution of(P). 
Proqf: Let C’ be an integral solution of (P) and (u:),!.~~ FJ the sequence 
defined by: 
24;, - Auf: =f;,( u; ’ ) on 52 x (0, CC)), 
Uk = 0 PI on X? x (0, rx, ). 
z&s, 0) = uo(x) for a.e. I in Q. 
and U: G 0 on G? x (0, x ). We see by recurrence: 
z,tLl< “< k ,I , u,, \ u,, + , d P on Qx(0, ~0)). 
The uniqueness of the solution for (P,,) implies lim,, r, of: = u,, thus 
II,, 6 C’ on R x (0, ‘cc ). Taking the limit in n, we obtain 
lim,, + , u,,(.u, t) 6 V(s. t) for a.e. (x, t) in Q x (0, CC). 
On the other hand, u,, satisfies 
z~,,(.Y, t) = j- 
II 
G(t, s, y) ~4~(.v) L++ j-’ j- G(t -ss, ?c, y,f,(u,,(y, s)) dj! ds. 
0 R 
By monotone convergence theorem, we deduce that U = lim,l u, is an 
integral solution of (P) which satisfies U 6 C’ whatever V. 
To prove the second point, let to be such that there exists .x0 in Q with 
I’(.Y”, to) < + CG. The definition of an integral solution then implies 
- kl J s G( to -s, x0, y)f( V( I’. s)) dy ds < (~8 0 R 
from which we deduce 
-l ^  
! J G(t-s,.u,r’)f’(V(y,s))dyds<x~ for a.e. (s, t) in Q x [O, to), 0 R 
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so I’ is linite a.e. on R x [0, to), and T*( V) Z f, which proves (ii). The third 
point is immediate. 
Consider the problem 
UA, - Lll4;. =f( u;) on .Q x (0, T), 
uj, =o on 132 x (0 T), fpi) 
U>.( x, 0) = h4,( x) for all .Y in Q. 
Let L/). be the least integral solution of (P;) and T*(A) = T*( U;). 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose (h). Let u0 be a nonnegative bounded measure on 
52 and suppose there exists A. > 1 such that r*(A) > 0 then: 
U(.K, r)<(A/(Aj’-‘- l)“;‘~“)(S(t)u,(?r)+a) 
for all (x, t) in R x (0, T*(l)), (2.1) 
where b is the least integral solution qf‘ (P) = (P, ). 
Recaf that 7 and a are the constants given in the hypothesis (h) and that 
s(t) u0 tlenotes the unique solution of: 
b, - d I’ = 0 on Qx(0, x~)c~%“~‘(Qx(O, T)), 
I’=0 on K? x (0, ,x ), 
V(r)@ = JQ @U,(d,K) for all @ in U;(Q). 
Proof: First, suppose u0 E %(a). Let 14; be the sequence given by 
q-0 on Q x [0, T], 
u~E%2~‘(i2x(0, z-))n%(Qx [IO, z-l), 
u:f, - Au; =f(uY ‘) on R x (0, T), 
14” = 0 I on dQ x (0, T), 
uy x, 0) = lu,( x) for all x in Q, 
(2.2) 
where 7 = T*(A). We see by recurrence, 
0<14;<24;‘+‘6U* on B x (0, T), 
Au” < u” 
(2.3) 
I’ i on Rx (0, T) forall 1. 
For rnEN and p> 1, we define 
E::'= {(s, r)eQx (0, 7); u;'(x, t)>p@(s, t)), 
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where @(x, t) = S(t) L+,(X) + a, and 
W(.Y, f) = 142’ ‘(x, t) -g;(p)‘uyyx, I) + A(g!J(p)‘-g;y+ ,(p)) @(x, t); 
\I* belongs to %‘(Q x [0, T]) n @‘-‘(ST x (0, T]) and for n b m > 1, 1. > 0 we 
have 
IV -~~~=f(u;')-g::'(~)'f(u~~') I on E;, 
~1’3g::I+,(~)u;‘-g~(~)~u;“+~(g::(~);’-g~+,(~))Q, in E; 
we deduce from (2.3 ), 
cYP)~~> 1 for all p 3 1 (2.4) 
and from (h): 
f(u!:) 2f(CbL) u1’) ~C(Pc)WUl’) in ET. 
We obtain with (2.3) 
w, - dw 2 0 on ET. 
Since U? = ,u@ on dE;\,(Q x {T} ), we have 
CI’ 2 0 on ?E;\(SZ x {T) ). 
we deduce from the maximum principle that )V 3 0 in ET. 
For p’ >, ,u we have E;! c ET and 
@(x, f) < (l/p’) U;l(X, t) for all (x, t) in ET. 
~9 2 0 on E; then implies: 
kc+ ,(P’) wW - bcWf -c+ ,(dj P/P’. 
For all p, m such that E; # rz/, {g;(p) },,E N is a nondecreasing sequence 
bounded by infq UJul; which is finite because T= T*(l). Its limit g”(p) 
satisfies: 
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SO 
forall~>,~,> 1. 
Since ( 2.4) implies g”‘(p,,) b 2, we obtain that if p satisfies 
then mcessarily E’“(c() = 0. Thus 
A 
Ul’lX, t)< (,,.~I-,)l,(~-l,~(I7[) for all (s, f ) in Q x (0. T). 
Taking the limit in (2.3), we obtain 
Howzver, by using the monotone convergence Theorem, lim,, II!:’ is an 
integral solution of (P,), so we have CT;. = lim ~7 whatever 12 1 
(Propo;ition 2.1 (i)). We deduce U = lim,,, _ % u;“. we have proved (2.1) 
when u,~%;(6). 
When 14” is a nonnegative bounded measure on 52, we easily verify that 
(2.3) holds. Taking the limit in the second inequality, we obtain: 1116 U;. 
on Q x (0, T) for 1.2 1. 
Take the origin at I = E > 0 and the initial data U, equal to S(E) ~4~. We 
have u,E%(Q) and we deduce from the above inequality that 
z4, - AZ4 =.f( 14) 
14 = 0 
Zl(X, E) = hl,(.Y) 
on Qx (E, T) 
on ?X2 x (E, T) 
for all .Y E Q 
( pf:.i 1 
has an integral solution Uz < U,. By applying the lemma we obtain: 
U”(x, t) d ., (l,-I-“A,)lW (S(f - ENS(E) uo)(x) + a) 
for all (x, t) in 52 x (E, T*(A)), 
where !i” is the least integral solution of (P,.,). Observe that 
l/“(X, E’ -E) 2 (S(E)) Uo)(.Y) for E’>E and x in Q. 
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Thus 
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UE(x, t) 2 uqx, t) for E’>E and (x, f) in Q x (E’, co). 
We deduce that lim, lo U” = U and, taking the limit, we obtain Lemma 2.1. 
T*(A) is a nonincreasing function. Let T*(i + ) (resp. T*(l~ )) be the 
right limit (resp. left limit) of T*(A). We can easily see that 
T*(A)= T*(l-)> ,*(A’ ). 
When u0 belongs to L”(R), we define T,,,(1) as the maximal time of 
existence of the classical’ solution of (PJ. We have T,,,(1) < T*(i). We 
see later that T,,,(L) = T*(i + ). However, we can already deduce from 
Lemma 2.1 the following remarks: 
Remark 2.1. Suppose u0 is a bounded nonnegative measure then 
UE%‘.‘@x(0, T*(l+))). 
Proqf: For every T-c T*( 1 + ), we can find ,I0 such that 
T*(&)E(T, T*(l+)) and A,> 1. By applying (2.1), we deduce that U 
belongs to L&((O, T) x L=(R)) and so with standard bootstrap argument, 
U belongs to %:‘.‘(a~ (0, T*(l+))). 
Remark 2.2. Suppose ziO in LX(Q) u0 > 0, we deduce from Remark 2.1 
that T,,, = T,,,( 1) > T*( I+ ) and that U, the least integral solution, is the 
classical solution on (0, T*( 1’)) (see Proposition 2.1 (iii) before). 
Remark 2.3. Suppose r10 in L:,,(Q), u0 b 0. Then U is the limit of an 
increasing sequence of classical solutions on (0, T*( 1)) of the problem (P). 
Proqf: Take uo,, = (1 - l/n) inf(u,, n) and call U,, the least integral 
solution of (P) with initial data uO,. We deduce from Lemma 2.1 and a 
bootstrap argument as in Remark 2.1 that U,, is a classical solution on 
(0. T*( 1)). We deduce from Proposition 2.1 that U(x, t) = lim,, x U,,(X, 1) 
for all (s, t) in Q x [0, T*(l)]. 
Remark 2.4. Suppose that (P) has a global solution for all nonnegative 
function u. such that sup( luol x , luolI)issmallenoughanda=Oin(h)ifR 
is unbounded. Then if a bounded nonnegative measure u. is such that (P) 
has a local integral solution (i.e., T*( 1) > 0) there exists A> 0 such that 
(P,) has a global solution. 
Proof. Choose 1, < 1, we deduce from Lemma 2.1 that Ul,(x, t) < 
(l/(1 -A;;-‘))“;~“((s(t)U,)(X)+a) for all (x, f) in Qx(0, T*(l)). By 
‘When u,,eL’(R), u is the classical solution of (P) on (0, T) if UEV;‘.‘(~X(O. T))n 
L’(Rx(0. T)) and Cm,,, u(s. r) = u”(x) for a.e. s E Q. 
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using th: same construction as in (2.3) of Lemma 2.1, we see that for 
A < A,, U, 6 (A/&) U,, on Q x (0, cc). Choose t, E (0, T*( l)), we deduce 
from tliese two inequalities the existence of II >O such that 
sup( I U;.( ., t,)l + ,I , I U;,( ., to)1 ,) is small enough. 
Remark 2.5. Lemma 2.1 is valid for all ~4~ nonnegative measure (not 
necessar-ly bounded). Indeed, if K, is a sequence of compact subsets of Sz 
increasirg to Q, we can apply (2.1) with uOxK,, and take the limit. 
Let J‘” be the conjugate function of J; that is 
f*(r) = sup (!a -.f(cx)). 
120 
We can improve the necessary condition for the existence of an integral 
solution of (P) given in [5]. 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose that f’ satisfies (h). Let u0 be a nonnegatioe measure 
on Sz. If (P) has an integral solution U such that T*(U) 3 T then 
J 30) uo G J .f’*(h’i) hl,,,oj d.v dt R R x IO. T’) 
(2.5) 
for all ( i, 4) such that 
hi L’(s2 x (0, T)) ha0 on Qx(O,T), 
-<,-&=h in Q x (0, T), 
(=O on X2 x (0, T), (2.6) 
i’(T)=0 in R, 
lchere xE(s, tj=O if (s, tj$E, X&Y, t)= 1 if (x, t)~ E. Let us recall that 
(2.6) is ?quilralent to 
tb, + j G(s - t, I’, x) h( y, s) dv ds. (2.6 bis) 
f2 x (0.7-l 
ProoJ: Suppose First u. in L,‘,,(Q). Let u,, be the sequence given by 





R x (O,T) ! 
Rx,o,T,f(Un) 4 + j uo,,4(~). 
R 
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Hence 
Take the limit to obtain (2.5). 
If u. is a nonnegative measure, for E > 0, U( ., E) belongs to f.,‘,,(Q) and 
we can apply (2.5) on Q x (E, T): 
but 
3 S(s) uo)(x) h(x, s) dx ds. 
We then deduce, taking the limit: 
s h(x, s)(S(s) uo)(x) d.y ds 6 s f*vdt) 5X{h>O) Q x 10.7-l Q x (0.7-b 
which is equivalent to (2.5). 
The necessary condition (2.5) leads us to define: 
A’= {~-%-MO, T)),~~0,f*(h/~)5xl~>o~~L’(SZx(0, T)), 
where 5 is given by (2.6)). 
and for a nonnegative measure uo: 
Equation (2.5) becomes luolr< 1. It is also a sufficient condition which 
ensures the existence of an integral solution U of (P) such that T*( cl) 2 T. 
Indeed. we have 
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THEO& EM 2.1. Suppose that .f satisfies (h). Let u0 be a nonnegative 
measure on 52 and T > 0. (P) has an integral solution U such that T*(U) > T 
if and orsly [f 
lucll rf 1 (2.7) 
Proof We have proved the necessity in Lemma 2.2. First, observe that 
(h) implies the existence of two constants c,, cl such that 
f*(r) 6 c, rT’ + c?r, Qr>O, (2.8) 
where 1 ‘y’ + l/y = 1. 
We a,)ply Theorem 2.1 of [S]. Equation(2.5) implies the condition ( 11) 
of [S], 10 we have to prove that the solution provided by this Theorem is 
an integral solution U of (P) such that T*(U) 3 T. To do this, we deduce 
from (2.8) as in Section III (2”) of [S] that whatever KC 52 and 0 < T, < T, 
the space J? of [IS] contains a function which is positive on K x (0, T). We 
know tt at I/. h E L’(sZ x (0, T)) for all h in 2, so we obtain that U belongs 
to &‘,,(.n x (0, T)), hence T*(U) b T. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose that .f satisfies (h). Let u0 be a nonnegative 
bounder; measure OH 0, then 
(i) T--f luOl T is a nondecreasing continuous function, 
(ii) ltr,l.=loT~[T*(l+), T*(l )]. 
Prooj: (i) T+ (~~1 Ir nondecreasing is a consequence of the definition 
of (u,J I. Let i +_ be defined by 
we havl: to prove that A + = i ~. 
First. observe that i- Iu,,( 76 1 for all T< T,, Theorem 2.1 implies that 
(Pi _ ) has an integral solution (I,- such that T*( U,-) > T for all T< T,,, so 
we havl: T*( U,-) >, T,. Thus, there exists an integral solution U), such that 
T*( U,,) > T,, for all 1 E [A + , E. -1. Suppose I + < 1~ and let 1, be such that 
A, <A, <L. We deduce from Lemma 2.1 that U,, belongs to 
L”(sZ ) (T,/2, T,)) and so can be extended on (0, T, ) for some T, > T, 
hence I&,14,) 7, d 1, but 
Ib4017,3& lim luo17>,1,/1+~1 
7-170 
we obt un a contradiction. 
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To prove (ii), first observe that 
T< T*(l-)= T*(l)aluolr< 1. 
Let A, T be such that A> 1, T> T*(A), we obtain 
I~uol T> 1 
and thus, for T> T*(l+) we have ]uOJr> 1; and so, for T> T*(l+) we 
have JugI 7> 1. 
We obtain that TE (T*( I +), T*( 1 -)) implies Ju~/~= 1. By using the 
continuity of T-+ luOl T, we obtain that TE [T*(l+), T*( 1 -)I implies 
luol T= 1. 
Suppose now Iu,J~= 1. We have immediately Td T*( 1) and for A> 1 
juOl r*,;., = l/A < 1 implies T> T*(A) and thus T> T*(l +). 
COROLLARY 2.2. (i) Let u0 be a nonnegative bounded measure such that 
u. & 0, and T > 0, then there exists A> 0 such that T*(l) < T. 
(ii) Let u0 E L r (Q), u0 3 0 and T > 0, then there exists i > 0 such that 
T,,,,,(1) d T. 
This corollary implies that there does not exist any nonnegative initial 
data such that (Pj.) has a global solution for all A > 0 (classical or integral). 
Proof: (i) implies (ii) because T,,,(A)< T*(A). We have IAu,,lT= 
L lu,, T and so for A> l/lu,( T. Theorem 2.1 implies that T*(A) < T. 
If lucll r= 1, the question which arises is does there exist a h f 0 which 
realizes the equality in (2.5)? We have the following result: 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose (h), Q bounded. Let u0 E LX(Q), u0 > 0, and T be 
such that lu,,l r= 1. Let U be the least integral solution of(P). There exists 
;‘* such that: 
(i) <* 30 in 52 x (0, T), r* & 0, 
(ii) f’(U) 5* and Uf'(U) t* belong to L’(Qx (0, T)), 
(iii) 
-5r '*-&*=f'(U)t* OF2 l-2 x (0, T), 
(*co on 852 x (0. T), (2.9) 
t*(T)=0 on f2, 
and 
(iv) Snu,5*(0)=Inxco,r,f*(h*lr*)5*x(h*>0~ = 1, 
where h* =f'(U) 5*. 
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To PI ove this theorem, we need some lemmas. For g E L,‘,,(Q x (0, T)), 
g 3 0, we set 
hence II S(r) 41 r= luol r. 
LEMN A 2.3. For T > 0, we hatIe 
(i) .for all E > 0, there exists q > 0 such that 
A measurable subset of B x (0, T) 
meas( .4 ) < q * IlX.AllT<~ 
(ii: Ilx nx,o,r,llT< I%. 
Pro?,‘: Let A be a measurable subset of Q x (0, T). For E > 0, consider 
the problem 
11(x, I)=~fG(r-s,r,?~)f(U(?.,S))d~~ds+ lj&X,4(.Y, t). 
0 
A necessary condition for the existence of a nonnegative bounded 
soiutiolt of (P,,) is 
IIXAII r-GE. (2.10) 
Indec:d, let h be a function of X and 5 the solution of (2.6). Multiply (P,) 
by h artd integrate, we obtain 
N-12 = i h(x, I) 1’ [ G(r -s, ?I, y)f(u(y, s)) dy ds d.~ dt s IO. ?-I Rx IO. l-1 0 R 
+ l/E s it.Ah. RXlO.71 
Hence by Fubini Theorem, we have 
I h(x, t) 1 G(r - s, x. y ).f (u( y, s)) dy ds d,x dt RXlO.7-1 0 
= s .f(u)(y, s  t( > s) &ds R *(0. Tl 
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and so 
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To prove that (2.10) holds as soon as A is suitable, we show that (P,) 
has a bounded solution. To do this, it is sufticient to find a bounded upper 
solution of (P,) on Q x (0, T). 
Let C, be such that 
Let C(r) be the solution of: 
C’(t) = wl2C(~)), C(O)= co. (2.11) 
Verify that H(.Y, f)= (I/E) x~(?c, t)+ C(t) is a bounded upper solution of 
(P,). Since F is convex, we have 
+ 147 G(r-s,s,~)f(2C(s))dsd~+~rl(.~, [)-C(t). 
0 R 
We have 
i’f G(r-s,x,?,)f(2C(s))dsnl~~ j;./(2C(s))ds 
-0 R 
and 
’ S! ’ G(t - 3, ~7 .v)f(W) ~.z,(l.r s)) dy ds 0 R 
=.f.(2,‘4’j- G(t-s,s,?,)XA(J.,S))d~ds. 
0 n 
)t’ is an upper solution if 
s.,~,~)X,~(J;,s))dl.ds+l/ZS’f.(2C(s))dsdC(r) 
0 
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with (2. l), we obtain 
ss ’ G(t-s,~~,~)~A(?.,~))d~dsd(2Coif(2/&)). (2.12) 0 R 
To pr lve (ii), choose A = Q x (0, T). The left-hand side of (2.12) is boun- 
ded on Rx (0, T) and for E large enough, (2.12) will be satisfied on 
Rx (0, 1’). 
To prove (i), observe that (2.12) is equivalent to 
1 (i s ’ G(t-s,x,y)cp(x, t)ds~dt d~ds6(2C,/f(2/~)) A \ R > 
fora11y~L1(~;2(0,T)),cp30and~,.,,,,cp(.~.f)d,udt=1. 
By Dmford-Pettis Theorem, (i) is then equivalent to the relative weak 
compac ness in L’(Q x (0, T)) of the subset: , : g(y, s)= -’G(r-s,s,~)cp(.~,r)cl.udt,cp~L'(~x(O,T)), 
which i: a consequence of the compactness of the operator cp +g, 
-g,-&=cp on R x (0, T), 
v/here g is the solution of g=o on ~32 x (0, T), 
g(s, T) = 0 for all .Y in Q, 
from L’(Q x (0, T)) to L’(R x (0, T)). 
LEM~ A 2.4. (i) h + (f*(k/t) <xIh,,): (s, t) where (<, h) satisfies (2.6) is 
a conveufuncfion from X 10 R+ ,fbr a.e. (.q t) in 52 x (0, T). 
(ii l~--rJ~~,~,~, f*(lz/5) S~lh>Oj(X, f) ci!K dt 
is a loner semi continuous function on X with L’ norm. 
Proq ‘: Let (hi/ii) i = 1, 2 be two pairs of function satisfying (2.6). Using 
the convexity off*, we obtain 
f 7(/l, +hz)l(5, + <2))(5, + 52) 
= f*((h,/<,)(t,/(t, + 42)) +f *(h/5,)(42/(5, + 52)))(5, + 52) 
Gf*(h,/t,) r, +f*(hJ<z) 52 
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and, for 8 > 0 and (h, 5) satisfying (2.6), we have 
the convexity is established. 
We deduce the lower semicontinuity from Lebesgue and Fatou 
Theorems. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose (h). Then there exists K> 0, c > 1 and b >, 0 such 
that 
f*(cr) 6 Kf*(r) for all r 2 6. 
Proqf: Observe that (h) implies for all .t> 1 and a >a, 
f(xa) b x’f(a) 
we deduce 
for all r b 0, a 3 a, Yra -.f(sa) < s?(ra -.f( a)). 
Put c = s:‘- ‘, we obtain 
(2.13) 
for all r such that f*(r)=raf(a) for some a>a that is r>f’(a). (2.13) 
holds with b =f( a), K = 6”“ ’ ‘. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Recall that we suppose lu,,l T= 1 and u0 E L”(Q), 
u,>O. Because Iu~~~=II.S(~)U~~~~=~, we can find a sequence 
((h ,,, t,,)),,, N such that (II,,, <,,) satisfies (2.6) and 
s S(t) uo(x) h,,(x, t) d-x dt --) 1 when n+ CD. Q x to. 7-l 
We deduce from Lemma 2.3(i) that for all E > 0, there exists q > 0 such 
that meas ( U) < r] implies SC! h, < E and from Lemma 2.3(ii). 
s hn d Ilx nxro,r,llr< a. Q x (0.n 
Since Q is bounded, we may conclude from Dunford-Pettis Theorem 
that {hEI,,, N is weakly relatively compact in L’(l2 x (0, T)). Let h* be a 
weak limit of a subsequence. 
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Using the fact that u,, is bounded, we have 
J‘ S(t) u,(x) h*(s, t) ds dt = 1 RrlO.rl 
which in plies k* & 0. Lemma 2.4 then implies that h* E X and 
i f*(rz*/5*) <*x:h*>ol 6 1, Q * (0.77 
where ([*, A*) satisfies (2.6). We deduce from IIS uoll r= 1 that 
- 1 S(t) uo(s) h*(s, t) d.v dr = Rx I0.T) J f2x,(,,7m,.f‘*vz*it*) 5*x:l,>oi = 1. 
(2.14) 
Let Ci be the least integral solution of (P). We claim that Lib belongs to 
L’(Qx (I, T)) for all h in A’. Indeed, we deduce from (2.13) that 
.f*(417/5)) rX{h>O; belongs to f. ’ (Q x (0, T) ) for all 17 E X and for some 
c > 1. Take U,, given by Remark 2.3, we have Cf,, E L x (Q x (0, T)) and so 
for all (11, <) satisfying (2.6) 
+i S(r)~~,,(.\-)h(s, r)dsdt< x’. -c2xio.rI 
Thus 
5 S(f)l~O,~(~y)h(.y, r)ci.udr++ I) [ u,, 17 Rx IO. 7-I -Rx(O.TI 
The r ght-hand side is finite as soon as 17 E X. Taking the limit we obtain 
our assxtion. In particular, we have U/7* E L’(s2 x (0, T)) and we can 
rewrite ‘2.14). 
J Uh* -,f’( U) r* --f*(/7*/{*) ~*X:,,*>o; =o. n x (0. TI 
which tlroves that U/7* =f’( U) t* +f*(h*/<*) 5* a.e. on Q x (0, T) from 
which vre deduce 
(h*,‘<*)(.U, t)=f”( U(s, f)) for a.e.(.u, f) in {{* >O),, 
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and we have established (iii). h* E X and k* f 0 imply (i), (ii) is an 
immediate consequence of h* and CJh* E L’(Q x (0, T)) and (iv) is (2.14). 
COROLLARV 2.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2, 
(i) T,,, = T*( 1 +). 
(ii) There exists <* satisfying (i ) - (iv) of Theorem 2.2 and such that 
supp <* = 52 x [0, T,,,]. 
Proof: We know that T,,, , > T*( 1’) and that U is equal to the 
classical solution on Sz x (0, T*( 1 + )) (Remark 2.2). Suppose T,,, > 
T*( 1 +). U is then bounded on Q x (0, T*( 1’)). Corollary 2.1 implies 
that we may apply Theorem 2.2 with T= T*( 1 + ). We obtain the existence 
of a nontrivial and nonnegative solution of (2.9) with f'(U) C* E 
L ‘(Q x (0, T*( I + )) which is impossible because f '( U) E L % (B x (0, T*( 1’ )). 
By using the same argument, we see that it is impossible that 
supp <* cQ x (0, T’) with T’ < T,,, when <* is a solution of (2.9). 
Now. we can prove Theorem 2 under the assumption (H2). 
Proof qf Theorem 2 under (H2). Recall that we have to prove that 
whatever an integral solution V of (P), we have T*( V) 6 T,,,. Using 
Proposition 2.1, it is sufficient to show that T*(U) < T,,, which means 
with our notation T*( 1) < T,,,. From Corollary 2.3, we see that 
Theorem 2.2 is then equivalent to T*( I l ) = T*( 1~ ). Suppose not and 
choose E > 0 such that F < T,,, and E < T*( 1~ ) - T*( 1 + ). We deduce from 
Lemma 1.1, 
j L4,,(s) i*(x, 0) d.v < 1 U(X, &) 5*(-u, 0) ds 
R R 
(if the equality holds, u0 would be a stationary solution and T,,,,, = + ccl) 
where <* is a solution of (i)-(iv) and supp r* =Q x [0, T,,,]. We deduce 
from the point (iv), 
But U( t + E) is an integral solution of (P) with initial data U(s) and the 
time of existence of this solution is more than r,,,,,. Thus, we deduce from 
Theorem 2.1, 1 U(E)( Tmax d 1. We obtain a contradiction. 
We can deduce from Theorem 2.2 the following uniqueness result. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose (h), R bounded and u,, E L”(Q), u0 2 0. Then 
.for all integral solution of (P) such that T*(V) 2 T,,,, we have V= u on 
Q x (0, T,,,,). 
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ProoJ: Let 4* be given by Corollary 2.3(ii). We easily see that for all t 
in (0, T,,,), 
j 
R 
u(.u, t) <*ix, t) d.u= j’“” jc2.f*(h*,‘S*) 4* d-x dr. 
I 
For al integral solution V of (P), we have (Proposition 2. I ). 
u< I’ on R x (0. T,,, ). 
and if T:‘( C’) 2 T,,, we have 1 V( ., r)l r,,, ~, 6 1 which implies 
s T * md’ v(x, t) l*(.\-, t) d.ud R 1, J ,f*(h*i<*) 5* d.u dt R 
hence II := k’ a.e. on R x (0, T,,, ). 
III. CASE (H3) 
We begin to prove the following result where we do not suppose (H3 ). 
THEOREM 3. I. Suppose (h ), R bounded and ug E L x ( f2 ), u0 2 0. Let U he 
the least integral solution qf ( P) then: 
(i) Uj’(cr)~Lf~,([O, T*); L’(Q)), 
(ii) UE L;1,,((0, T*); HA(Q))n L&([O. T*); L’(Q)), 
(iii) (dL’jdr)e LFO,((O, T*); L’(Q)). 
where T:’ = T*(U). 
Proqf First, we establish some a priori estimates on a classical solution 
of(P) 011 (0, T). We have (see Cl]): 
+(dldt) 14; + IVul: = j,./(u) U (3.1) 
and 
I(dujdt)I;+(d/dt)E(u)=O, (3.2) 
where E;u) = l/2 ]Vul: -in F(Lc), F(r) = I&.~‘(.Y) ds and / I1 is the norm of 
L2(Q). 
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(h) implies the existence of two constants c and a such that: 
c > 2, 020, and f(r) r 2 cF(r) - a for all r > 0. 
Then, we deduce from (3.1) 
t(d/dr) lul:+2E(u)>(c-2)j F(u)-a IQl. (3.3) 
R 
We deduce from the convexity of J’ that Q(r) = F(&) is a convex 
function. Using (h), we see that 
@(r)>c,r”;‘+l”21 for all r> r,>,O, 
where c, and r,, suitable positive constants. We deduce from Jensen 
inequality. 
for all I such that jn u’ 3 r. IRI. Then (3.3) implies 
$(d/df) lul;>u ~ul~f’~-(2E(u)+a IL-q). (3.4) 
for all t such that: ~,u’>r,lQ and for n=(c-2)~,/1~1”“~““>0. 
Suppose 
lu(t,)l: 2 r. IQI, 
2E(u(t,)) + u (RI < 0. 
(3.5) 
We deduce from (3.2) and (3.4) that (3.5) remains true for all t 3 t,. Put 
h(r)= 1~1; (t). Then (3.4) implies 
A’ > 2ah”’ + 1 ).:a, Nh) = l4rdlf 
and because we suppose that (P) has a classical solution on (0, T), we 
obtain, 
lu(to)l:< (U(,J- 1)(T-fo)J’~2,‘~~‘J,=.f,(fo). 
Suppose now lu(t,)li > Sup(f,(t,), r0 IQ1 ), (3.5) is false, so we have 
E(u(r,)) 2 -(a/2) IQI. 
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But we ceduce from (3.2), 
lu(t,)l,< IU(f)lz+(f,-ft)“2(E(u(f))-4u(fo)))’.? 
Hence: 
for all f d f(,. 
If we deline 
~(f,d=o;y IU(f)l~+(fg-f)(2E(u(f))+a lszl). 
. . 
We have proved 
lu(f,)li6A,(f,)=Maxju, lQl,.fA~,,),~(~,)j for all f, E (0, T). (3.6) 
By integration, we deduce from (3.3), 
for all 7 > I, > f , > 0. Thus, 
F(u)(.~)~~is(li(c-Z))(~A.(f,)+(f,,-f,)(LI p21 2E(u(t,)))) 
for all I, < t, < t. (3.7) 
Multi )ly (3.2) by (t, - f ) and integrate by parts. This yields 
[‘~b(f,-f) ~c~uidf~~~f~r~t=(f,,-ft,~~~u~f,~~- jl’hb))ds, 
*II d,, 
so, we have 
(‘“~r,,-f)ld~,~fl~(f)df~(f”-r,)E(u~f,))+~’” [ F(u)(s)& 
- ‘I 1, ‘R 
forallf,df,~f. 
Using (.1.7), we obtain 
s b (to-f) Idu/kffl; (f)df II 
G (f,-f,)alr;21+(c~(c-2))E(u(r,))+(l,12(c-2));4~(r,). (3.8) 
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We deduce from (3.3). 
and 
d (f,) - t, )(a IQI + ZEiu(r, 1))’ 
+ 2 sup (IL413 1’” (to-t) ldu/dtlf (t) cit. 
Ill.ll,l 11 
At last, we deduce from (3.2 ): 
(3.9) 
$ IVu(r)l; d ! (F(u)(t)+ E(u(r,)) forallrbt,bO. (3.10) R 
Choose t, E (0, T) and 6 > 0. We deduce from (3.6) and the definition of $, 
lul~(r,~c,(lU(f,)l2, E(4r,)LE) forall /~(f,, T--E). 
Applying (3.8) with r0 = T- (c/2), we obtain 
-I lduldrl; < C,(Iu(t, )I?, E(u(t,)), E). 
-7 
- 11 
Then (3.9) and (3.10 ) implies 
where the Ci, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are continuous functions depending on lu( [,)I?, 
E( U( t, ) ) and E > 0. 
Let ZQ, E L’ (Q) and 0’ be the least integral solution of (P). We can apply 
the above inequalities to each term of the sequence U,, constructed in 
Remark 2.3. We take I, E (0, T,,,) in such a way that the right handsides of 
the inequalities remain bounded when n tends to infinity. Because U,, is a 
classical solution on (0, T*(U)). we may apply these estimates with 
T= T*(U). Theorem 3.1 follows. ((i) in a consequence of (3.1) and the 
above estimates). 
Renzurk 3.1. The assumption u0 E L X (Q) can be weakened. Indeed, we 
use only the existence of t, such that lu,,(t,)lr and E(u,(r,)) remain boun- 
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ded to a btain the estimates on [r,, T* -E). We need only the following 
assumption: u0 is a nonnegative measure on Q and there exists T, > 0 such 
that Iu0J r,, < 1. Indeed, we deduce that (P) has an integral solution with a 
true tima of existence bigger that T, when the initial data is (u,/lu,, T0). We 
deduce that T*( I+ ) 3 T, and we apply Remark 2.5 and Remark 2.1 to 
obtain tte existence of t, E (0, T,). Under this hypothesis, the behavior of C/ 
near t = 0 can be deduced from the estimate (2.1) which holds with 
1 = ( l/lu,l Ti,) and T*( 1 ) = T,. 
COROI LARY 3.1. We make the Izypotheses cf Theorem 3.1. Then 
lim E(u(r))= -K’ implies T,,, = T*( 1 ). 
r - 7”U\ 
Proqf: Suppose T,,, < T*( 1). We deduce from Theorem (3.1) that 
there ex sts 1,~ (T,,,, T*( 1)) such that F( U( to)) E L’(Q). Let C’,, be the 
sequence of Remark 2.3. We deduce from (3.2), 
for all t < f,. For t E (0, T,,,), we have 
lim E(U,,(r))=E(tl(f)) 
,I - 7. 
so, for all t~(0, T,,,), &u(r))>, -fnF((I(t,,)). 
This ljroves the corollary. 
Proqf qf’ Theorem 2 under (H3). It is proved by Y. Giga in [9] that 
when,f’!.atisiies (H3), we have lim, _ T,,, E(u(t))= --X. Observe that (H3) 
implies (h). Thus we can apply Corollary 3.1. We obtain T,,, = T*( 1) 
which iz equivalent to Theorem 2 as we have already seen. 
CORO-LARY 3.2. Suppose (H3). ug + T,,, (K~) is u continuous function 
,fiom L: (Q)+ to R’. 
Prooj We easily deduce from the definition of IuO( T and from the 
Lemma 2.4 (i ) that / 1 T defines a norm on LX (52) and for u0 3 0 and T > 0, 
we have 
lU”I re l%nl T 14 c . (3.11) 
) xnl T is finite for all T > 0 because ( P ) has a classical solution on (0, T) 
when 0 e initial data is a positive constant small enough (the best constant 
is just ( I/(x~~ T). see Theorem 2.1). 
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Suppose that uo, is a sequence such that: 
T,,,(uoJ -+ 7-Z T,ax(uo) and l40” -+ uo in L”‘(Q). 
First suppose T> Tm,,(uo) and choose To E ( Tmai(uo), T), we deduce 
from Theorem 2.1 that for n big enough we have Iuo,I r,, 6 1. Inequality 
(3.10) implies that uo+ Iuo(rO is continuous from L”(Q), hence juol r,d 1. 
We obtain that T*(l4,) > To (see Theorem 2.1). But Theorem 2 implies 
T*(u,) = Tm,,(uo), we have a contradiction. 
Suppose now T-c T,,~(u,) and choose To E (T. T,,,,,(440)), using the same 
arguments. we obtain (~“1 7, 3 1 and so (uoI G, = 1~4~1 r,,, = 1. Then we deduce 
from the Corollary 2.1 (ii) that To E [ T*( I+ ), T*( 1~ )]. T,,, > To con- 
tradicts the Corollary 2.3. 
Rtwark 3. I. Observe that to prove Corollary 3.2, we use only 
Corollaries 2.1 and 2.3 and T*( 1 + ) = T*( 1 ). Thus, we have under the 
hypothesis (h) and for USE L’~(Q), u,>O: 
~4~ + T,,,,,(u,) continuous on L’(Q) at point u. is equivalent to 
T,,,,(uo) = T*( 1). 
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